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even though plcsim was connected via tcpip communication, the communication was
invisible to other programs. therefore, the netpro software had to be started manually,

before the simulation could be used to download programs from the server to the
plcsim. of course, i would have preferred a simulation that would work with 100%

reliability all of the time, but i think that i am lucky to have plcsim at all. i could not try
that other simulation software i found on the internet, because it did not start at all. so

be careful when looking for simulation software that will start automatically. we
assume that you have a running plcsim instance, in case you have two instances

running, just select the s7-plcsim computer by right-click on the computer list in the
left panel of the plcsim installation folder. you will then get the task upload. please

ensure that you choose the correct plcsim instance. after you uploaded the program,
open the newly created files with your text editor to check that you did it correctly.

when you have successfully installed the plug in, you will be asked what plcsim
instance you want to use. by default, netpro chooses the instance that is currently

running. you can also change the instance there. once you have selected an instance,
you can run the program. to do this, click the run button on the top. when it is

successful, your plcsim software will generate a log file that is shown in the list to the
right. please note that your "running on plcsim" will never be used to indicate that

your code is successfully executed. it just a setting in the plcsim software to show that
you have a working plcsim instance. if you want to see if your plcsim instance is

working properly, you must execute your code first.
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programs. therefore, the netpro software had to be started manually, before the simulation could be

used to download programs from the server to the plcsim. of course, i would have preferred a simulation
that would work with 100% reliability all of the time, but i think that i am lucky to have plcsim at all. i

could not try that other simulation software i found on the internet, because it did not start at all. so be
careful when looking for simulation software that will start automatically. we assume that you have a

running plcsim instance, in case you have two instances running, just select the s7-plcsim computer by
right-click on the computer list in the left panel of the plcsim installation folder. you will then get the

task upload. please ensure that you choose the correct plcsim instance. after you uploaded the
program, open the newly created files with your text editor to check that you did it correctly. when you

have successfully installed the plug in, you will be asked what plcsim instance you want to use. by
default, netpro chooses the instance that is currently running. you can also change the instance there.
once you have selected an instance, you can run the program. to do this, click the run button on the
top. when it is successful, your plcsim software will generate a log file that is shown in the list to the

right. please note that your "running on plcsim" will never be used to indicate that your code is
successfully executed. it just a setting in the plcsim software to show that you have a working plcsim
instance. if you want to see if your plcsim instance is working properly, you must execute your code
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